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Resource: Website Analytics Questions 
 
The following is a list of 52 questions that you can consider when evaluating digital 
marketing performance.  These questions can be posed initially and throughout the life 
of website or campaign, but they can also be used as a guide when extracting notes 
and insights in regularly scheduled analytics reports.  
 
The list is segmented into four categories: Visitors, Referral Sources, Content, and 
Conversion Activity. 
 
Visitors 

• From where (country/state/city) are visitors accessing website content? Does the 
site currently garner meaningful international traffic? 

• Based on website behaviors and conversion activity, are certain locations (cities, 
states, countries) more important to us than others? 

• What percentage of visitors use a mobile device to access the website? 
• How does behavior from mobile visitors differ from that of tablet and desktop 

visitors? 
• What specific devices are visitors using (e.g iPhone, iPad, etc.)? 
• How has traffic from different devices changed over time? What is the trend in 

device usage? 
• What is the likelihood a visitor will see our website just once (no return visit)? 
• What percentage of visitors return? 
• How does behavior from new visitors differ from those that have visited the site 

previously? 
• How many visits/sessions are usually required before a visitor decides to convert, 

purchase, subscribe, enroll, take action, etc? 
• What is the average visit duration? 
• What percentage of the visitor population remains on the site for 10 seconds or 

less? 
• Are there certain gender and age categories that align with our audience? 

 
Referral Sources 

• What is the relative split between referral source channels (direct vs. search vs. 
referral vs. email, etc.)? 

• Does one traffic source or channel dominate disproportionately? Is there a need 
for greater diversification among referral sources? 

• What percentage of traffic comes direct to the site, and how has that number 
been impacted by offline or branding efforts? 

• What is the trend for organic search traffic? How does it compare to last month? 
Last quarter? Last year? 

• What paid keywords have the greatest impact on conversions? 
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• What is the comparison between traffic from branded search (i.e. keywords that 
include our brand name) and non-branded search? 

• What are the most important referral sources with respect to visits/traffic? Are 
there opportunities to bolster relationships with successful referral sources? 

• Are there any referral sources that are exceptionally great or poor when 
evaluated by quality of visit (time on site, pages per visit, bounce rate)? 

• Are all of our marketing campaigns tracking correctly? Are certain campaigns 
more adept at driving new visitors (branding efforts) than conversions? 

• What impact have individual campaigns had on site traffic and conversions? 
• What roles do social channels play in generating traffic and conversions? 
• What is the most common method for sharing website content? What content is 

shared most often? 
• Does email marketing play a significant role in driving traffic? Are there 

opportunities to capture more visitor email addresses throughout the website? 
 
Content 

• Which content/pages/posts/events are most popular among visitors? Does our 
navigation align with the most popular content? 

• How has the visitor trend changed over time for key pages? Are they certain 
pages seeing their visits grow/decline? 

• Which content has unusually high exit rates? For those pages with high exit rates 
(greater than 60%), would we consider these natural points from which to 
navigate away from the website? 

• What are the most popular landing pages? from organic channels? from paid 
channels? from social media? 

• Which pages are performing well in organic/natural search? Are there pages that 
should be earning more traffic from organic search? How can we optimize their 
performance in this regard? 

• Which landing pages are most successful in leading visitors to other content? 
• What is the most common page that visitors will see after visiting the Home page 

and other important content? 
• Are there pages crucial to the conversion process that are not garnering enough 

traffic or performing poorly? If tested and improved, what pages have the 
potential to make a significant impact on conversions? 

• Has there been a sudden increase in 404 or “Page Not Found” errors? 
• What terms/keywords are used most often with site search? 
• Is there an abundance of site search terms that are not well represented in site 

navigation or content? 
• What is the current trend of on-click events (e.g. PDF downloads, video plays, 

phone calls, social sharing activity, etc.) and how do they align with conversion 
activity? 
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• Are there any issues with site speed? Does the site demonstrate slow/extended 
load times? Are there certain pages that exhibit slower than average page 
timings? 

 
Conversion Activity 

1. Is the website tracking goals and conversions accurately? Does the current list of 
conversion goals accurately represent activity that will impact the bottom line? 

2. Are there specific sales-oriented website behaviors that should be monitored 
more closely? 

3. What is our conversion rate (conversions as a percentage of visitors)? 
4. Is there a significant difference in conversion rate between desktop and 

mobile/tablet visitors? 
5. What percentage of visitors abandon the conversion process (i.e. shoping cart, 

multi-step lead capture form, etc.)? Are there certain points in the conversion 
funnel where visitors are most likely to abandon? 

6. Are their certain products or lead generation forms that have a consistently low 
conversion rate? 

7. How do conversions differ by referral source? What referral sources are most 
important to us with respect to conversion volume and value? 

8. Are there channels that are more likely to provide assisted conversions? In other 
words, are there other channels that are more adept at generating new visits and 
“introducing” the brand? 

9. What pages are present most often in the conversion funnel? 
10. What products deliver the highest revenue? margin? conversion rate? 
11. What is our average order value? average order quantity? rate of return 

conversions? cost per conversion? 
12. Does conversion activity occur most often during certain parts of the year? 

month? week? day? 
13. What are the most popular conversion paths by channel (e.g. Paid Search –> 

Email –> Direct –> Conversion)? Are there common channel pairings or 
combinations that often lead to conversions? 

 
 


